NOTES:

1. The front end, FXI Beamline Ray Tracing SR-FE-DW18-1001, Rev. B was revised to Rev. C, near Vendor Beamline Ray Trace completion, which has been reviewed by the RSC (Radiation Safety Committee). It has been determined to have a negligible impact on FXI Beamline Ray Traces completed under Rev. B. The RSC recommended the Vendor (Toyama) to submit the Ray Trace track is acceptable using the SR-FE-DW18-1001, Rev. B front end, FXI Beamline Ray Tracing.
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NOTES:

1. THE FRONT END, FXI BEAMLINE RAY TRACING SR-FE-DW18-1001, REV. B WAS REVISED TO REV. C, NEAR VENDOR BEAMLINE RAY TRACE COMPLETION, WHICH HAS BEEN REVIEWED BY THE RSC (RADIATION SAFETY COMMITTEE). IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED TO HAVE A NEGLIGIBLE IMPACT ON FXI BEAMLINE RAY TRACES COMPLETED UNDER REV. B. THE RSC RECOMMENDED THE VENDOR (TOYAMA) TO SUBMIT THE RAY TRACE TRACK IS ACCEPTABLE USING THE SR-FE-DW18-1001, REV. B FRONT END, FXI BEAMLINE RAY TRACING.